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We relate the anomalous noise found experimentally in spin ice to the subdiffusion
of magnetic monopoles. As emergent particles, monopoles do not move in a struc-
tureless vacuum. Rather, the underlying spin ensemble filters the thermal white
noise. Certain hops are forbidden by by the local spin structure, which in turn is
changed by monopole passage, leading to non-trivial coevolution. Thus, monopoles
can be considered as random walkers under the effect of stochastic forces, as long
as those are endowed with a memory that subsumes the evolution of the non-trivial
vacuum.
Spin ice materials1–7 are exotic magnets that interrogate our notions of order, con-
strained disorder, frustration, emergence, and classical topological order. In their crys-
talline forms, they led to the introduction of emergent magnetic monopoles8,9 as emer-
gent particles describing strongly correlated local violations of the topological structure10.
In artificial realizations—the so-called Artificial Spin Ices (ASI)11,12—via nanopatterned
magnets11,13–17, colloids12,18–20, superconductive vortices21–23, magnetic and liquid crystal
skyrmions24,25, or coupled superconductive qdots26, they allow for the deliberate design27
of novel phenomenology from the collective behavior of binary degrees of freedom.
Recently, a series of carefully performed experiments measured magnetic noise in spin
ice28,29 (see also30,31). Their measured spectral power is well fitted by
P (ω) ∝ (ω20 + ω
2)−β/2. (1)
Clearly, τ0 = 1/ω0 is the relaxation time, whereas β is the “color” of the noise, found
experimentally to be between pink and brown (1 < β < 2).
In an initially unnoticed calculation, Ryzhkin8 introduced the very concept of monopoles
in spin ice precisely to compute its relaxation and susceptibilities. A subsequent work re-
lated the relaxation time to the difference in monopole pairs creation-annihilation rates,
linearized around equilibrium32, and predicted a Lorentzian power spectrum. Of course,
brown noise is the integral of white noise and is thus automatic in any linear stochastic
approach based on white, thermal noise. To color the noise, Klyuev et al.33 postulated a
continuous superposition of different Brownian spectra, related to different physical pro-
cesses of varying timescales, likely due either to monopole pairs creation-annihilation or
memory.
That colored noise can be obtained from summing Lorentzians over a continuum kernel
is certainly not new. In fact, it dates to 193734, to explain pink noise in triodes. How
insightful it is depends on whether the kernel can be associated to some significant density
of states for corresponding processes. Alternative approaches were developed since35,36,
within a confluence of developments that have tied colored noise to memory, incremental
correlations/anticorrelations in processes, and anomalous diffusion. For instance, in the
theory of fractional brownian motions 37,38, memory kernels and anomalous diffusion are
common to a broad phenomenology of random walks on disordered substrates, percola-
tion clusters, fractals, et cetera 39–42. Anomalous diffusion also comes from the fractional
Langevin equation43,44, and the corresponding Fokker-Planck equation45. We will draw
from these approaches, via a generalized Langevin approach46,47 to propose some general
conclusions on memory in spin ices.
Assume a normalized magnetizationM(t) = 〈M〉+m(t), whose fluctuationm is a stochas-
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tic process of the form
m(t) =
∫ t
−∞
χ(t− s)η(s)ds, (2)
and η is a white noise [〈η(t)〉 = 0, 〈η(t)η(t′)〉 = η2δ(t − t′), and η2 ∝ T where T is the
temperature]. The increments of m(t) satisfy the generalized Langevin equation
dm
dt
= f(t) (3)
where f(t) is a stochastic force given by
f(t) =
∫ t
−∞
Π(t− s)η(s)ds (4)
with memory kernel Π(t) = δ(t) + dχ/dt. Thus m(t) obeys a Langevin equation with,
in general, non-trivial noise. The thermal white noise η is filtered by the memory kernel
Π(t). If fluctuations in magnetization are proportional to the hopping of monopoles, this
picture is consistent with random walks under non-trivial stochastic forces which subsume
the coevolution of the vacuum.
From Eq (2) we can compute various quantities, e.g. the mean squared displacement
(MSD) of the process
σ2m = 〈[m(t) −m(0)]
2〉 = η2
∫ t
0
χ(t− s)2ds. (5)
In the space of frequencies we have m˜(ω) = χ˜
θ
(ω)η(ω) whereχ
θ
(t) = θ(t)χ(t) and θ(t) is
the Heaviside step function. Then48, the spectrum of the power noise is
P (ω) = 〈|m˜|2〉 = 2piη2|χ˜
θ
(ω)|2. (6)
No memory, [χ = 1 and thus Π(t − t′) = δ(t − t′)], implies absence of correlation among
increments of the signal, pure diffusion (σ2m = η
2t), and brown noise (β = 2) in Eq. (1).
Instead, the functional form of Eq. (1) for the power noise is consistent with choosing
χ(t) =
(
t0
t
)1−β/2
e−ω0t, (7)
as it can be shown from Eq (6) and
∫
∞
0 χ(t) exp(iωt)dt = t
1−β/2
0 Γ(β/2)/(ω0 − iω)
β/2 for
β > 0. The formula (7) requires an ultraviolet cutoff t0, much smaller than the relaxation
times. This comes naturally from the time discretization of the measure, which either is
related to the limits of characterization or is chosen to be small, but not as small as to
record processes that are beside the spin ice model, e.g. timescales of the internal dynamics
of the nanoislands.
At timescales larger than the relaxation time, Eq. (7) tells us that the memory vanishes
exponentially. Instead, the memory of faster processes (t0 < t ≪ τ0) is algebraic when
β 6= 2. Because noise experiments typically involve orders of magnitude in bandwidth, and
because we are interested in the color of the noise where the noise spectrum scales as
P (ω) ∼ Cω−β (8)
(C ∝ 2piη2/tβ0 ), we take from now on the approximation ω0 ≃ 0. Any claim will pertain to
processes much faster than relaxation. In this limit, from Eqs (5), (7),
σ2m =
t0η2
β − 1
[
(t/t0)
β−1
− 1
]
for β 6= 1
σ2m = t0η
2 ln (t/t0) for β = 1. (9)
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With similar manipulations (left to the reader) one obtains also the correlation among
successive increments δm ≃ t¯dmdt as
〈δm(t)δm(0)〉 = t0η2(β/2− 1)(t/t0)
β/2−2. (10)
We can now summarize these general considerations:
β > 2: the process is superdiffusive (σ2m/t → ∞). The process “shoots” above diffusion
because of positive correlations between successive increments [Eq (10)].
β = 2 (brown noise): the process is diffusive (σ2m/t ∼ 1) because increments are uncorre-
lated. It is the trivial brownian random walk.
1 < β < 2 (pink-brown noise interval): the process is subdiffusive (σm diverges but
σ2m/t → 0) because increments are anti-correlated. The lower β, the stronger the strength
of the anti-correlation at small times.
β = 1 (pink noise): increments anti-correlate strongly enough to turn the diffusion from
algebraic to logarithmic (σm ∼ ln t). We might call this state critically subdiffusive as it
separates subdiffusion from non-diffusion, which might explain pink noise’s ubiquity.
β < 1: there is no diffusion and the MSD converges algebraically.
Note also that β is related to the Hurst exponent49 H , a measure of long-term memory
that controls the autocorrelation of increments in time series, as H = (β − 1)/2. The
classification above mirrors the one distinguishing persistent from anti-persistent trends in
a variety of time series, from financial markets50 to the water levels of the river Nile51 (for
which H was actually introduced).
It is not much of a prophecy to foresee more studies of noise spectroscopy in spin ice.
The phenomenological framework described above will likely apply in most cases. What will
change, e.g. in ASI of different geometries, will be the two microscopic ingredients. Those
are:
The fluctuating emergent degrees of freedom, such as monopoles in degenerate ice52,53,
dimer-topological charges in Shakti spin ice54,55, antiferromagnetic domain walls in square
ice, emergent topological strings in Santa Fe Ice27,54,56, etcetera.
The vacuum (i.e. the spin ensemble), on which these emergent degrees of freedom live
and which records memory of their dynamics. Generally (but not always) random walks
will change the vacuum, leaving signs of passage. This generates a memory kernel for the
effective noise acting on these topological objects.
One would imagine a less significant anomaly in geometries lacking topological protection,
such as Kagome spin ice, or perhaps Tetris57. In Santa Fe ice, fluctuations of strings within
the same homotopy class might carry little memory compared with the topological surgery
among strings, which instead cuts through the topological sectors of the phase space.
We now flesh out these considerations for degenerate ice. Experiments point to a noise
in the pink to brown interval (1 < β < 2), therefore to subdiffusion and anticorrelation of
increments in monopole walks. The spectrum around or below ω0 pertains to relaxation and
therefore to exo/endoenergetic processes of monopole pairs creation/annihilation. The high
frequency spectrum which interests us pertains to isoenergetic processes. The only spins
flipping without energy barriers are impinging on a monopole and thus monopole walks are
the source of the noise signal at high frequency.
Crucially, at each hop only 3 out of 4 spins surrounding the monopole can flip without
creating a ±4 charge, suppressed at low T . Thus, when a monopole enters a vertex, its next
hop has memory of its previous one. For illustration, consider the case of two dimensional,
degenerate square ASI. Call m(x, t) the magnetic field at time t on the vertex x (the sum
of all moments impinging in it divided by half) and mt = m(xt, t) the magnetization of the
monopole of position xt at time t. A positive monopole can never move forward along the
direction of its magnetization, thus its random walk is given by
xt+1 − xt = m
⊥
t η
⊥
t +mtηt (11)
Where m⊥t is the pi/2 rotation of mt, and η
⊥, η are stochastic variables of white noise:
η⊥ = ±1 each with probability p/3 and η⊥ = 0 with probability 1 − p; η = 1 with
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probability p/3 and η = 0 with probability 1 − p. Their correlations are, for k positive
integer, 〈
(
η⊥
)k
〉 =
[
1 + (−1)
k
]
2
3p, 〈η
k〉 = (−1)
k 1
3p. A moment thought should convince
that
m(x, t) = m(x, 0) +
t∑
s=1
(xs − xs−1)δx,xs , (12)
and for the total magnetization
M(t)−M(0) = 2(xt − x0), (13)
which connects the walk to the magnetization noise.
Equations (11), (12) are obviously non linear, non-local, and lead to non-Markovian
processes with memory kernels. While the process is in general non-stationary, the average
of a large number of such processes must be stationary. They also describe the interesting
case of a finite size spin ice whose boundaries are pinned in such a way as to induce a net,
single-monopole charge in the system, as found recently by A. King et al.26.
We see in Eq. (12) that the magnetic texture preserves the long term memory of the
monopole trajectory, recording how and how many times it has crossed a vertex. There is,
however, also a short term memory (i.e. shorter than the time it takes for the trajectory to
intersect itself), which might not seem immediately obvious.
As the monopole hops, the next hop is affected by the magnetic field of the vertex, which
in turn is determined by its former configuration before the previous hop and by the previous
hop. Monopoles can enter a vertex from two spins. The magnetization of the vertex before
a monopole enters it and the direction from which the monopole enters it determine which
link is forbidden in the next hop. Remembering that the angle among spins in a tetrahedron
is arccos(−1/3) the anti-correlation among consecutive hops in pyrochlores is
〈δx′ · δx〉 = −p/9. (14)
For degenerate square ice, the anticorrelation is zero if the vertex was of the Type-II5
kind before the monopole entered. If it was of the Type-I kind we have
〈δx′ · δx〉 = −p/3. (15)
Because at low temperature Type-I vertices appear with a frequency ∼ 0.4, we find in two
dimensions an average anticorrelation strenght of ∼ 0.13p not far from the value 0.1¯p of the
three dimensional case.
Equations (11), (12) and (14), (14) distinguish between long and short term memory.
We note, however, that random walks are generally self-affine processes, in which long term
memory [Eq. (14), (15)] is merely a reflection of short term memory. Indeed their fractal H
exponent (a global property) can be expressed via their fractal dimension (a local property).
Under this assumption, we can can try to guess β from short time correlations.
If in Eq (10) we choose t = t0, assume t0η2 = p, and equate the result to Eqs (14), (15)
we find for pyrochlore the value β = 16/9 = 1.7¯ and for degenerate square ASI β ∼ 1.74 (in
the context of a pure vertex model).
A different approach leads to similar estimates: we could note that standard diffusion can
be rewritten σ2 ∝ t = t4/4. Perhaps, for diffusion on a lattice of coodrination of edges per
vertex ne of which no are randomly open to hopping, we could generalize σ
2 ∝ t = tno/ne .
In our case, no = 3, ne = 4 and the choice of the forbidden one is disordered. Thus, we
would conjecture the anomalous diffusion σ2 ∝ t3/4 and therefore an anomalous exponent
β = 7/4 = 1.75 for both cases.
A natural setting for anomalous diffusion is the fractional Fokker-Planck equation. Sup-
pose ρ(x, t) is the probability to have a monopole in x at time t. Then, the ordinary
Fokker-Planck equation for ρ is merely a conservation equation for a flux j = D∇ρ, or
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∂tρ = −∇ · j. If we take instead a fractional flux, j = Dζ∇
ζρ, with ζ < 1 reflecting the
constraints from the vacuum, we have
∂tρ = −Dζ∆
ζ+1
2 ρ (16)
and from scaling σ2 ∼ t2/(ζ+1), and thus β = (3 + ζ)/(1 + ζ). From the guess made above
of β = 1 + no/ne = 7/4 we obtain ζ = 5/3, which also lends itself to a quasi-reasonable
interpretation: 3 are the path out of the vertex, 2 into the vertex, and each hop has
probability 1/3.
Of course, one would need to justify Eq. (16) by using a flux that depends on the un-
derlying spin manifold and integrating out the magnetization ensemble. Then, couplings
between S and ρ lead to convolutions between ρ and the well known spin correlation func-
tions 〈S˜µ(p)S˜ν(p)〉 in the space of momenta p where gradients are represented by ip factors.
It is not a stretch to imagine that integration over the momentum transfer in those convo-
lutions might lead in the infrared limit to ipµ → (ipµ)
ζ , which is precisely how fractional
derivatives are introduced in momentum space58.
Finally, we could conjecture a relationship between the anomalous noise exponent β and
the dynamical exponent z defined by τ0 = ξ
z, where ξ is the correlation length in units of the
lattice constant. Ignoring the monopole-monopole interaction, we have proposed previously
ξ2 ≃ 1/q259 where q2 is the average charge per vertex. At low temperature q2 = 4nm, where
nm is the number of monopoles per vertices. If l
d
m = 1/nm where d is the dimension of the
system, we have
2ξ ≃ ld/2m . (17)
It follows that in two dimensions ξ/lm = 1/2 at low T and monopoles are unbound.
One would assume that the relaxation time corresponds to the time that it takes for two
monopoles of opposite charge to meet. In two dimension, from Eq. (17), their mutual
distance is ∼ lm, giving σm ∼ lm. From Eq (9), we would then have
Tτβ−1 ∼ Cn−2/dm (18)
where C is a constitutive constant, implying an exponential divergence in the relaxation
time as τ ∼ exp(−K/T )/T . Then, and from Eqs (17), (20) we find
z2D = 2/(β − 1), (19)
or z2D = 1/H , for the two-dimensional dynamic exponent. Via completely different argu-
ments a similar result was found by Chen and Yu60 for the 2D Ising model at criticality:
z = γ/(β − 1), with γ = 7/4 (the critical exponent for susceptibility).
Instead, in three dimensions ξ/lm →∞ at low temperature. When ξ/lm ≫ 1 correlations
decay algebraically for distances≪ ξ, which are however larger than the average monopole-
monopole separation lm. Thus, monopoles are effectively bound, and the formalism above
might fail at very low temperature. Nonetheless ξ/lm ∼ ξ
1/3 diverges slowly and can remain
reasonable even at large ξ. There, Eq (20) still holds and also
z3D = 4/[3(β − 1)] (20)
or z3D = 2/(3H).
In conclusion, we have contextualized the anomalous exponent in the noise of spin ice
materials within the framework of anomalous diffusion, and related it to the memory of the
random walks of monopoles. Note that for generality we have employed a minimal vertex
model. We have neglected monopole pairs creation/annihilation and monopole interactions,
which would likely correct the formalism at least in three dimension at low temperature.
Corrections can also come from the inclusion of a hopping probability in the forbidden
direction and from magnetic interactions among monopoles. Depending on the specificity
of the material, short term anti-correlation might be different. In Ho2Ti2O7 and Dy2Ti2O7,
they can involve correlated quantum tunneling61,62.
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In ferromagnetic nano-fabrications, because magnetic moments are not really binary vari-
ables but pertain to composite mesoscopic objects, the microscopic mechanism of moment
inversion in nanoislands can be specific and its activation energy can depend on the relax-
ation of magnetization at the tip, itself resulting from collective interactions. Similarly, in
nanowires network it depends on domain walls in the vertices.
For the same reason, the color of the noise might be a more relevant parameter than the
relaxation time at transitions or crossover in ASIs, where it is in general hard to decon-
volute the many-body relaxation time from single-body timescales (e.g. superparamagnetic
frequencies). Instead, the exponent β, as a measure of memory and correlation between
successive increments, should be less affected.
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